Did you hear...
"Rather than hearing the
cables, I felt as though I
was hearing at an absolute
level what my components
are actually capable of and that's a truly thrilling
experience. I mean, this is
why we got involved in
high-end audio in the first
place and what the ultimate
pay-off should be - a more
compelling,
involving,
all-encompassing immersion in the experience of
music."
"The Aluminata Series of
cables belongs to the
high-end, hi-performance
category, which they share
with few other players. I
feel that JPS has successfully produced a cable that
is made for the equipment I
like to listen to- that's high
resolution audio with the
appropriate respect for the
music."
"At the very least, we all
owe a tip of the hat to Joe
Skubinski at JPS Labs for
taking the effort to develop
this wire, and making the
financial commitment to
bring it to the marketplace.
This wire opens up a whole
new category of cable and
is a very significant contribution to the enjoyment of
recorded music. Hopefully
it will find homes on both
the recording and playback
sides of the fence."
“I was unprepared for just
how good
your cables are”

"The Kaptovators belong
on anyone's short list when
auditioning power line
components regardless of
type or cost. Are the Kaptovators too expensive for
the sound improvements
offered? No. Far too many
audio enthusiasts move
through
component
upgrades like water... I am
confident that if consumers
take AC delivery [and
these cables] seriously...
they may be surprised at
how clean, dynamic and
pure their present equipment really is. Now how
much money would that
save?"
“How incredible it is to
hear an audio system with
the wire induced dynamic
limitations removed. The
second thing that one
notices is the immediate
lack of tonal blurring from
one note to the next… The
end result is music that
simply sounds more like
real music.”

“It all started with an audition of a pair of Superconductor RCA interconnects.
Today , my system is completely wired with JPS
(interconnects,
speaker
cables & power cords). It is
very difficult to explain with
words the unbelievable
improvements
these
"World’s Finest Cables"
gave to my dedicated
home theater. The only
way to understand is to
experience it for oneself.”
“The overriding sensation
was of having the sound
supercharged and liberated from the speakers.
Music seemed to exist
independent of the playback chain. I have never
experienced this before.”
“The differences made by
the JPS Aluminata products were by far the most
drastic changes I’ve ever
heard when going from
one interconnect, speaker
cable, or AC cord to
another. Put a little more
bluntly, I’ve never heard
wire do this before.”

"At the end of the day, all I
can say is that the Aluminatas are, without a doubt
and by a significant
margin, the best audio
cables I've used."
The World’s Finest Cables
“Mate, I realize as a business owner, email must be
a chore and I apologize for
the length of this one but
just had to tell you how
thrilled I am. Thank you...”
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